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ut of festival time, Rabat is
allegedly a quiet, focused,
businesslike place. A capital
city where work is all and
nightlife, at the very least, understated.
Denizens of bustling Casablanca and madfor-it Marrakech tend to look down their
noses at their sedate administrative capital
– except, that is, for nine days in May, when
they wish they were joining in the party.
The seventh annual Mawazine Festival
turned Rabat, a port city of two million
people, into an aural treasure trove. The
dream programme, boosted by some serious
corporate sponsorship, would turn your
average festival organiser green: here was
Colombian heartthrob, Juanes; Brazilian
diva, Daniela Mercury; Jamaican reggae
prince, Ziggy Marley; the Maghreb’s
Orchestre National de Barbès; Romani
rebels, Taraf de Haidouks; Algerian rai star,
Bilal. And a wealth of other musical giants,
the likes of which had never before been
gathered together – except, perhaps, in the
pages of Songlines.
These days Morocco teems with music
festivals. There’s the Gnawa and World Music
Festival in Essaouira; The Festival of World
Sacred Music in Fes; The Timitar Festival,
championing Amazigh (Berber) music in
Agadir. But it’s Mawazine – a celebration of
cultural diversity featuring artists from over
40 countries in more than 100 performances
– that has the A-listers. Wall-to-wall. Venueto-venue. Imagine drawing up a wish list of
big-name world artists. They’re all here: larger
than life, better than ever, in numbers too
dizzying to choose from.

This is festival as grand spectacle. A
showy, pleased with itself event that, while
welcoming tourists, is a festival for the
people of Rabat and Morocco. Banners
for Mawazine – which translates as
‘balance’ or ‘equilibrium’ – line the city’s
wide boulevards. National radio and TV
ads trumpet its uniqueness: ‘Mawazine…
Rythmes du Monde...’ breathes the female
voiceover, while a shirtless African musician
delivers a neat djembé drum roll. There is
even, unbelievably, a headline act. A triple
A-lister to (arguably) trump the rest: R&B
diva Whitney Houston, in her first public
performance in years.
“In every festival we need stars that
people will talk about,” says Aziz Daki, the
festival’s new artistic director, with goodnatured understatement. “Whitney Houston
is a great star in the Arab world. She will
give a live performance with live musicians,
not just do a playback. Getting to this point
has taken six months of negotiations. Now
more than 80,000 people will be at Hay
Nahda football stadium to see her.”
Dedicated, indeed, to the Stars of the
Arab World (think Lebanese sensation
Nancy Ajram, Egyptian heartthrob Amr
Diab, Tunisian crowd pleaser Saber Roubaï),
Hay Nahda is located in one of Rabat’s
most populous neighbourhoods. Men on
motorbikes, women with and without veils,
groups of teenagers and honking taxis
swarm outside the stadium before and after
concerts. All of which take place before a sea
of excitable humanity. Those lucky enough
to have special passes get to stand in a ropedoff area near the stage, situated behind

another roped-off area filled with VIPs.
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Clockwise from top left:
Whitney’s back!; Rabat’s
sea-front esplanade with
the Bouregreg open-air
stage in the background to
the left; rai star Bilal; Dee
Dee Bridgewater on the
Bouregreg stage

lofti rachidi; driss ben malek
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Morocco’s capital knows how to shake its
festive thing with the best of them. Jane
Cornwell joins the throng
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